New Analytical Technician

In this issue, we welcome Dr Gavin Peters who started work last month as analytical lab technician covering Maria’s maternity leave. Gavin obtained BSc and PhD degrees in chemistry from the University of Strathclyde and since then has worked on research projects at QinetiQ and the University of Paisley.

New Faces

Ryan Inwood comes from Bristol and completed an MSci degree at the University of Birmingham last summer. He has now started Criticat CDT PhD studies with RAA and has interests in muay thai, boxing, reading and gaming.

School of Chemistry Colloquia

Synthesis Seminar
Tuesday 15th, 1.00 pm, Lecture Theatre B
George Bell (AJBW) - Modular Total Synthesis of Aspidosperma Alkaloids
Rebecca Woods (TKS) - Chemical and Biochemical Investigations into Quinazoline Diamines and Non-natural Lipid Mimics

EaStCHEM/BSRC Joint Colloquium
Wednesday 16th, 3.30 pm, Lecture Theatre C
Prof Don Hilvert (ETHZ) – Design, evolution and applications of protein cages

Nina Jeffrey comes from York and completed an MChem degree at Heriot Watt University last summer. She has now started Criticat CDT PhD studies with MLC and is interested in fencing, reading, baking and travel.